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Introduction
   

Most parents with strong-willed or out-of-control chil-
dren who take this course share the same thought, 
Nothing works with my child!

We understand your frustration. So let’s answer your 
first question. How is this program different? The an-
swer is, you created it! Or should we say over 500,000 
parents with children just as tough as yours, actually 
had input into this course. 

What do you do when your child refuses to help 
around the house?

What can I do when my child screams and curses at 
me?

What should I do when my child runs away?

What do you do when your child hits you?

My kid is a drug user and may be addicted. What 
should I do?

What do you do when your child refuses to go to 
school?

My kid is in a gang. What can I do?

We listened for over twenty-five years, and with help 
from parents across the country, created concrete, 
no-nonsense answers to every question asked. Yes, it 
was a big job. But the success stories parents contin-
ue to share with us makes the time spent worth every 
minute.

So, relax! The answers to your questions are here. Un-

fortunately, your facilitator will not be able to answer 
all of your questions tonight. In fact, it will take about 
24 classroom hours . . . one day’s time . . . for your fa-
cilitator to share the information you need for change 
in your home. We must first build a foundation that 
cannot be broken or shaken by our children. That’s 
the bad news. There is no magic pill, no quick fix. It 
will take commitment. Your facilitator is willing to 
commit his/her time and provide you with both emo-
tional and practical support for as long as you need it. 
If you, too, are willing to commit your time and effort 
to the process, everything is possible! This program 
has worked for hundreds of thousands of families 
across the country. There is no reason it cannot work 
for you, as well. That is the good news! 

Is your family worth one day? Give us 24 hours: we 
promise it will change your life. 

There is one last thing. The answers you learn in this 
class mean nothing! It is what we actually do at home 
that will bring about change. In taking action, our atti-
tude means everything. As parents, the more excuses 
we offer, the less effective we become. But, if we 
adopt a Yes I Can attitude, we learn that everything is 
possible. 

In each class, you will learn new techniques to deal 
with your strong-willed or out-of-control child. At the 
end of the class, you will be given the opportunity to 
practice your new skills at home. We call these Steps 
of Success. If you take your weekly Steps, you will see 
positive changes at home. We promise to be here with 
you every “Step” of the way. 

We have your back!
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A Note from the Authors
   

This workbook has been designed for use in conjunc-
tion with both classroom instruction and ongoing 
parent support group sessions. Because the material 
contained in this text deals with the most destructive 
of adolescent behaviors, our insurance underwriters 
mandate that all instructors complete the Parent 
Project’s Facilitator Training prior to delivering this 
curriculum. We encourage parents to ask to see their 
instructor’s Parent Project training certificate prior to 
taking this course.

Other than your weekly Steps of Success, parents 
are cautioned not to begin making major changes 
at home until they have completed the instructional 
portions of this course and have a firm understand-
ing of the material presented. Parents should seek 
the advice of a qualified mental health professional 
whenever their child is violent or engages in self-inju-
rious behavior.

For purposes of brevity, the male pronouns he, his, 
and him will be used in lieu of both male and female 
pronouns (he/she; his/her; and him/her) when refer-
ring to “the child” in this workbook. The choice of the 
male gender is made arbitrarily and is not intended 
to be sexist in any way, nor is it meant to indicate 
the male children are any more prone to destructive 
behaviors than are female children.

When the word “parent” is used in this book, it refers 
to moms and dads, moms and moms, dads and dads, 
foster parents, grandparents, adoptive parents and 
any other caregiver taking this class. 

We wish to give special acknowledgment and thanks 
to Dr. Bonnie Burstein for her willingness to share 
her expertise, commitment to families and ongoing 
support of this project.



To all those parents who struggle to hold the line.
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Part One

Laying the Foundation
for Change



Unit 1:

Understanding Our Children
(What we need to know about strong-willed children and 
changing behavior) 
   

SESSION OBJECTIVES:

Parents will be able to . . .

 ☑ Describe character traits of a strong-willed child

 ☑ Recognize successful ways to demonstrate love and affection

 ☑ Discuss issues of influence versus control

 ☑ Describe effective parenting strategies to increase or decrease behavior
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Unit 1:

Before We Begin
Choose someone you do not know to be your partner. Ask 
each other the following questions. Please write or draw your 
partner’s answers. 
   

1. What is your partner’s name?

2. What are the names and ages of your partner’s children?

3. What does your partner hope to learn from this class?

After getting your partner’s permission, introduce your new friend to the group 
using the above information.
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Strong-willed vs. Compliant Children 
   

Parents with compliant children usually do 
not understand what all the fuss is about, 
while parents of strong-willed children usu-

ally end up questioning their own ability to parent 
effectively. For parents of strong-willed children, 
quiet family conversations usually end in argu-
ments or screaming matches and simple parental 
requests are met with loud complaints or open 
refusals to cooperate.

Generally speaking, strong-willed adolescents 
learn about life by trying it themselves. They do not 
accept parental input nor are they willing to use 

the mistakes of others as learning experiences for 
themselves. Adolescents in general often believe, 
It’s OK; that won’t happen to me, but it is especially 
true for the strong-willed child. This is why just 
talking to the strong-willed child about unwanted 
behavior is generally ineffective. Their impulsive-
ness, stubbornness, curiosity, lack of fear, and de-
sire to experience things first-hand, usually means 
they will do what they want, even when they know 
they are breaking the rules. 

 Unit 1: 4



If three or more of your answers are in the column 
on the right, chances are you have a strong-willed 
child and traditional parenting techniques may not 
be effective. Just as an automobile mechanic would 
not use tools designed for foreign cars on American 
cars, we should not expect techniques created for 
more compliant children to be effective with strong-
willed or out-of-control children.

While it is true that compliant children are some-
times more susceptible to peer pressure, the fact 
that the strong-willed child is more likely to expose 
himself to destructive adolescent behavior is also 
true. A study on crime in the United States, (Crime 
and Human Nature, Dr. James Q. Wilson) explains 
the four major factors that led nearly all of the youth 

studied into a life of crime:

 ▶ Lack of discipline

 ▶ Lack of supervision

 ▶ Negative peer influence

 ▶ Lack of demonstrated love and affection

Because of the dangers of drug use or gang involve-
ment, the presence or lack of these factors in a child’s 
life can mean the difference between life and death. 
We will take a close look at each of these factors dur-
ing the next few weeks.

Activity 1.1: Personality
Working by yourself, with your spouse or significant other, choose the five words/phrases that best describe 
your child’s personality. Please circle your answers.

Calm

Easy going

Willing to listen

Understanding

Compliant

Challenging

Emotional

Strong-willed

Argumentative

Stubborn
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Love and Affection
   

The three most empowering words in any 
language are, I Love you. Understanding 
the importance of these three words, and 

practicing them daily, will help us master the single 
most important element of successful parenting.

Love and affection are the keys to effective com-
munication and discipline, and play a vital role in 
building a child’s self-esteem. Sadly, children often 
involve themselves in destructive behavior because 
they do not believe their parents or other caregiv-
ers love or care about them. (The bumper sticker: 
Have you hugged your kid today? was originally de-
veloped as a campaign to help keep children from 
using drugs and alcohol.)

Simply loving children is not enough. Love for chil-
dren must be expressed, not just felt. Many parents 
find it difficult to tell those closest to them how they 

feel. It is essential for children to know they’re loved 
today for who they are, and not what they might 
become. Children are focused on the present. They 
seldom think of the future and do not usually hold 
on to parental messages from one day to the next. 
For these reasons, most experts agree love for chil-
dren should be communicated daily.

When teenagers are having difficulties, expressions 
of love may not be openly acknowledged by the 
child. Nevertheless, love must be expressed daily. 
Hugs and kisses and pats on the back are great. 
They all help to show love and affection to a child, 
but there is no replacement for a meaningful, “I love 
you.” These three words can work wonders and are 
irreplaceable in changing destructive adolescent 
behavior.

A Parent’s Love
Parents plea to the heavens,

For some guiding light,

To give them strength,

And help them sleep at night.

Those prayers are answered,

So that parents will know,

That they are the guidance,

To where their children go.

Parents guide with rules,

With love and with hope,

With strength and with courage,

Which helps kids to cope.

Parents say to kids daily,

Just how much they are loved,

Even when kids are errant,

And they’ve pushed or shoved.

Parents, don’t sit in silence,

Stand straight and proud,

Tell your children you love them,

Right in front of their crowd.

For no matter their faults,

Or the wrongs kids may do,

Your love and affection,

Will bring them home to you.
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Simply loving children is not 
 enough. Parents’ love for their 

children must be expressed.

Working In Support Groups
   

Most of the parenting techniques discussed 
in the large group will be learned and prac-
ticed in smaller support groups. Therefore, 

before we begin our first group activity, it will be 
necessary to divide into support groups of about 
four to six members each. Working in a support 
group allows each member to draw from the expe-
riences of their entire group, increasing learning 
and understanding. Support groups work best 
when each member is assigned to and performs 
one of the following group roles:

Group Facilitator:
The group “task master” keeps the group on task 
and ensures that the group follows through with 
the format of each activity.

Group Reporter/Recorder:
The group “spokesperson” records group respons-
es/answers during activities, and then  reports the 

group’s answers to the large group at the end of 
each activity.

Group Timekeeper:
The group “efficiency expert” paces the group and 
monitors the time allotment during all support 
group activities, and helps the group complete ac-
tivities by giving a one minute warning to the group 
before the end of the allotted time.

Group Nurturers/Cheerleaders:
The group motivator(s) help their group to focus on 
the positive and gives positive strokes to individ-
ual members. This member promotes each mem-
ber’s participation, and discourages judgmental 
language and behavior. (More than one parent can 
be assigned to this important task.)

These group roles should be rotated among sup-
port group members on a weekly basis. 
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Group Activity 1.2: Roles

Working with your support group, take a minute 
to elect every member to one of the group roles. 
Record the member’s name next to his/her assigned 
role.

Session Roles:

Group Facilitator:     

Group Timekeeper:     

Group Reporter:     

Group Nurturers/Cheerleader(s):   

      

      

      

Before we move on to the next activity, let’s 
examine a few ground rules for working in 
groups:

Active Listening:
Only one group member speaks at a time. When a 
support group member is speaking, the remaining 
group members should give their complete and 
undivided attention.

Confidentiality:
Trust between group members is the foundation 
for group success. For trust to develop, people 
must feel sure of confidentiality. Confidentiality is 
generally interpreted as, What is heard in the group, 
remains in the group.

Avoid Being Judgmental:
Each support group should be a safe, comforta-
ble and positive place to share your feelings and 
stories. Support groups are not a place for sarcasm, 
judgment, criticism or confrontation. Planned ac-
tivities require the brain power of the entire group 
to be successful. Judgmental responses often shut 
down the creative process. 

When working with your group on Brainstorming 
Activities the following additional norms should be 
included:

Quantity vs. Quality:
There are no right or wrong answers in brainstorm-
ing activities. Members should contribute to the 
group whatever ideas come to mind. Be as creative 
as possible; don’t worry about the merit of the idea.

Okay to Piggy Back:
When a member can add to another member’s 
idea, they should do so. Once an idea or thought 
has been spoken aloud, it belongs to the group.
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Group Activity 1.3(a): Showing Love

Working with your support group, take a few min-
utes to list or draw examples of ways parents can 
convey love and affection to their children. Re-
member to consider the ground rules and norms for 
brainstorming activities.

Examples:  Saying, “I Love You.” 

 Cooking for your children. 

      

      

      

      

      

      

Group Activity 1.3(b): Most Effective

Now, of the examples you have listed, how many 
will a child actually recognize as love or affection? 
(Note: usually there will only be three.)

Ways of expressing love that my child will certainly 
recognize:

1.       

2.      

3.      

We want our children to know they are loved, and the 
three examples listed above will usually work. Parents 
who find it difficult to tell their children they are loved 
will usually feel comfortable with at least one of the 
other examples.

At the end of one class we taught, one mother wait-
ed until all of the other participants had left before 
approaching us. She said that she did not think she 
could tell her two teenage daughters that she loved 
them. She told us she was never hugged nor kissed as 
a child, and had never been told that she was loved. 
She had raised her two daughters in the same way.

Our hearts went out to this single mother. We looked 
at each other and took a deep breath before saying, 
Nevertheless. . . If you cannot do this, we are not sure 
we can help you! Can you write? we asked. Yes, she 
replied. Can your daughters read? Yes, she said again. 
Then write them I Love You notes, and put them in their 
school lunch bags. Will you try writing them both a love 
note this next week? It was her turn to take a deep 
breath. OK, she responded. 

As we left that evening, we were probably as anx-
ious as this mother. As soon as she walked into the 
classroom the following week, we rushed up to her. 
Did you put the notes in their lunch bags? Yes, she said. 
Well? Don’t keep us hanging. What happened? Well, 
she began, I was sitting on the sofa when my girls re-
turned home from school. Without saying a word, they 
ran up to me, picked me up off the sofa, carried me into 
my bedroom, threw me on my bed, and tickled me until 
I wet my pants!

What were her daughters trying to tell their mother? 
You guessed it. We love your too. Sadly, they had not 
yet learned how to say it either.

Understanding Our Children 9
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In nearly every class we’ve taught, someone has ex-
perienced a ‘mini’ miracle. That is, they return home 
from class, begin heartfelt expressions of their love 
to their children, and their child’s behavior begins 
changing almost immediately. Everything we will 
do in this course begins and ends with an effective, I 
Love You. We are not promising immediate miracles, 
but Love and Affection is our first building block. 

We have been told by some that open displays of 
love and affection are not a part of their culture nor 
the way they were raised. We certainly understand 
cultural differences. If you share these thoughts, we 
encourage you to ask yourselves a simple question; 
How is my child currently behaving without my open 
displays of love and affection? If the answer is, terrif-
ic, you probably don’t need this class. If the answer 
is, You don’t wanna know, we’re offering a formula. 
This formula for changing destructive adolescent 
behavior has worked for tens of thousands of fam-
ilies of varying nationalities all over the country. If 

any single part of the formula is left out, including 
love and affection, we are not sure we can help you. 
For those willing to put aside the way they were 
raised, busyness, and other personal barriers, and 
truly commit themselves to helping their children, 
everything is possible. 

The power of love was driven home at a funeral 
we attended.  Our friend, a young father of two, 
had been tragically killed in an accident.  When his 
17-year-old son spoke at his father’s funeral he said, 
The thing I will miss the most is my father’s daily text 
message telling me how much he loves me.  Without 
open displays of love and affection, discipline, struc-
ture, communication and the family itself will suffer 
greatly. 
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Influence vs. Control
   

Parents of strong-willed children can often be 
heard to say they have lost control of their 
child. This is simply not true. In order to lose 

control, you must first have control. Parents do not 
control children. After love and affection this is our 
next major building block. 

If we truly had control, none of our children would 
drop out of school, use drugs, become pregnant, 
or join gangs. Nevertheless, we often make the 
mistake of trying to control children. In turn, many 
strong-willed teens rebel just to prove to Mom 
and Dad that they cannot be controlled. In most 

of these cases, the rebellion will continue until the 
child is sure that Mom and Dad are no longer trying 
to control him. Power struggles can be greatly 
reduced by frequently stating we are well aware we 
do not control our children.

Second only to the need for frequent displays of 
love and affection, the issue of influence vs. con-
trol is the most critical concept presented in this 
course. We simply do not control our children. The 
sooner we give up the notion of control, the more 
effective we will be.

Understanding Our Children 11



In fact, parents are  
the most important role 
models for their children.

Activity 1.4: Think Back

Take a few moments to reflect on your own child-
hood. Record one instance when, as an adolescent, 
you seriously broke the house rules, or otherwise 
disobeyed your parents.

      

      

      

      

In the instance you described above, were your par-
ents able to control your behavior?

☐ Yes    ☐ No

What we do have is a great deal of influence. In fact, 
we are the most important role models for children. 
Interestingly, between the ages of 12 and 25, approxi-
mately 50 percent of a child’s values are formed from 
his parents’/caregivers’ value system. The remaining 
50 percent is formed by the child’s environment and 
peers. Between the ages of 25 and 30, another 30 
percent of a child’s values are taken from his par-
ents’/caregivers’ values and 20 percent is formed by 
personal experience. Because we are such powerful 
role models for our children, when new strategies are 
learned and practiced, destructive adolescent behav-
ior can generally be prevented or changed.

Influencing and Motivating Children
   

Strong-willed children can be motivated 
to change by providing positive strokes or 
positive consequences for desired behav-

iors and negative consequences for unwanted be-
haviors. Parents should recognize or give positive 
strokes to their children when they catch them 
doing something right.

Example: A child is observed reading a book in-
stead of watching television. A parent who wanted 
to increase reading behavior might say, I can’t tell 

you how good it makes me feel to see you reading a 
book.

This type of recognition or positive stroke increases 
the probability the child will read again in the near 
future.

When children spend more time involved in posi-
tive and constructive activities, there is less time 
for them to engage in things that can bring nega-
tive consequences into their lives.
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Group Activity 1.5: They Did Good

Working with your support group, take a few min-
utes to list or draw some behaviors for which a child 
should be given a positive stroke.

Example: Taking out the trash 

without being asked.   

Example: Helping a younger  

brother or sister.   

      

      

      

      

      

      

A second powerful way to increase desired behavior 
comes from positive consequences, such as giving 
children access to the things or activities they want 
after they have complied with a parent’s request.

Example:  A child returns home from school and asks 
Mom if she can play video games. Knowing her daugh-
ter has unfinished homework, Mom responds, Abso-
lutely honey. You can play video games just as soon as 
your homework is finished and I’ve looked it over.

In this case, the positive consequence for the child is 
playing video games after the homework is complet-
ed. By using the word “absolutely” this mother focus-
es on the positive and helps reduce the arguments.

Group Activity 1.6: Fun Follows Work

Working with your support group, take a few min-
utes to develop a list of situations we should create 
at home to allow children to experience positive 
consequences. Make sure that every situation iden-
tifies a positive consequence to a specific desired 
behavior. Don’t forget to use the word “Absolutely.”

Example: “Absolutely, you may use 

the car, as soon as you finish drying 

the dishes.”

Example: “Absolutely, you may go

to your friend’s house, as soon as 

your room is clean.”
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When positive strokes and positive con-
sequences are both used frequently, it 
tends to increase positive behaviors and 

helps children feel better about themselves.

Negative consequences should be used for un-
wanted behaviors or broken house rules. Negative 
consequences usually mean the removal of the 

things and activities our children enjoy.

Example: If a child breaks the house rule by com-
ing home an hour past his curfew, the negative 
consequence might be the removal of all of the 
things and activities the child enjoys for one day 
(24 hours).

Group Activity 1.7: Poor Choices 

Working with your support group, take a few 
minutes to list or draw some unwanted behaviors 
or broken house rules for which a child should be 
given negative consequences. Try to list observable 
behaviors and not attitudes. 

      

      

      

      

      

For most parents/caregivers, negative con-
sequences means grounding their child. For 
some, grounding means that their child stays 

at home for a period of time. For others, ground-
ing means taking away the telephone or TV for a 
period of time. For strong-willed or out-of-control 
children, combining both of these concepts works 
best. That is, the child stays at home during his/her 
free time, and parents take everything, (fun stuff) 
away for a short period of time. 

Someone in one of our classes called this tech-
nique, TEASPOT, (Take Everything Away for a Short 
Period Of Time). TEASPOT follows the time-tested 
consequence of Time Out. When a two-year-old 
is placed on a Time Out by his parent/s, it usually 
is for two minutes. During that two-minute time 
period, the child has nothing they want: no play, 
no toys and no fun stuff to do. For the adolescent 
child, the TEASPOT works the same. With younger 
children we typically remove the child from his 
things. With teenagers, we remove the things from 
the adolescent. Taking Everything Away for a Short 
Period Of Time is very effective in changing de-
structive adolescent behavior. 

The negative consequence (TEASPOT) for broken 

house rules or unwanted behaviors should fit the 
way children think, not the way adults think. For 
example, because children live for today and are 
not usually willing to wait for what they want, 
consequences should generally be short-term, (one 
evening to three days) for adolescents.

When using the TEASPOT, parents often ask, What 
should I allow my child to do with their free time 
when they are grounded? The answer is, kids may 
read or draw. 

In blended families, it is often better for the biolog-
ical parent to initiate the TEASPOT or other struc-
ture (homework chores, etc.), whenever possible. 
When the child sees the step-parent as the “enforc-
er,” children are often resistent. Step-parents can 
and should, however, give lots of positive strokes 
and initiate positive consequences. Step-children 
often say You are not my father/mother. Step-par-
ents might respond, No, I am not. But I am now part 
of the management team in this home. I care about 
you and your wellbeing, and your father/mother is 
not here now. 

We will discuss more about step and co-parenting 
in Unit 7.
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What do we mean by short-term consequences? The chart of examples below offers a loose frame-
work. The more impulsive the child, the shorter the restriction (TEASPOT) should be.

1. Disrespect to parent (“You’re stupid”) 30 Minute TEASPOT

2. More serious disrespect involving profanity 
and or threats 

1-Day TEASPOT

3. Unfinished homework
TEASPOT until homework is finished and 
checked (Unit 4)

4. Drug or alcohol use 3-7-day TEASPOT (Unit 5)

5. Hitting a sibling (minor) 1-day TEASPOT (Unit 6)

6. Hitting a sibling (major) 3-7-day TEASPOT Unit 6)

Perhaps Harry Golden said it best: The arro-
gance of the young is a direct result of not 
having known enough consequences. The tur-

key that every day greedily approaches the farmer 
who tosses him grain is not wrong. It is just that no 
one ever told the turkey about Thanksgiving.

We live in a world that is full of consequences, both 
positive and negative. When children consistently 
do their homework, the consequences are usually 
improved grades and increased self-esteem. The 
consequences for behaviors such as drinking and 
driving, drug use and early sexual involvement, can 
be disastrous. As parents and caregivers, it is our 
responsibility to help our children avoid life’s more 
severe and even deadly lessons, by teaching them 
about consequences while they are in the home. Al-
lowing a child to face the world without the knowl-
edge and experience of, both positive and negative 
consequences for their actions is criminal. 

Remember, we are taking everything away! There-
fore consequences must be short term to keep 
children from feeling as if they are on Death Row 
and from subsequently rebelling because they 
think they have nothing else to lose. Short-term 
consequences are far more effective in changing 
behavior. Short-term consequences work because 

they fit the way children think, not the way adults 
think. Remember, the consequence is designed 
to change the child’s behavior, not to satisfy the 
parent’s frustration or desire for revenge.

It is often shared with us that every time kids are 
grounded, they break another house rule that 
causes another restriction. One mother said her 
child broke the house rules so often she thought he 
was grounded until he was 31. When kids break a 
second house rule when they are on a TEASPOT, we 
should never lengthen the time of the restriction. 
All we need to do is restart the time of the original 
TEASPOT.

Example: A child has completed 1 day of a 3-day 
TEASPOT for alcohol use. On the second day, the 
child sneaks out of the house to be with his friends. 
The same 3-day TEASPOT should start over again. 
Using this technique, restrictions do not pile up 
on children. Children are more likely to cooper-
ate when they can see the light at the end of the 
tunnel. 

Some children continually break house rules when 
they are grounded. Don’t worry. We’ll make addi-
tional suggestions in the upcoming Units.
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Why not give your family the same 
opportunity that so many others 

have found to be successful?

Refining the Concepts
   

Although we cannot control our children, we 
can control the things children enjoy, such 
as smartphones, video games, toys, freedom 

for activities, and junk food. While children may 
not be willing to work for the things we want, they 
will usually work for the things they want. By con-
trolling the things children want, we can motivate 
children to change unwanted behaviors and start 
tasks they are unwilling to do on their own. 

Some parents use corporal punishment in place of, 
or in addition to the negative consequences dis-
cussed here. While some may have found spanking 
to be effective in changing behavior with younger 
children, we do not recommend it with adoles-
cents. With strong-willed teens, corporal punish-
ment is often seen as another attempt to control 
them, and only escalates the power struggle. Most 
of these children respond to corporal punishment 
by becoming even more rebellious. Some children 

may even strike back with physical violence. Cor-
poral punishment is an ineffective tool in changing 
destructive adolescent behavior. It generally drives 
adolescent children further from their parents. 

Love and affection, positive strokes, positive 
consequences, and negative consequences are 
the backbone of our parenting model for strong-
willed and challenging children. When parents 
and caregivers learn and practice these interven-
tions and consistently follow through, good things 
happen. Nine out of every ten parents (90.4%) who 
take this course report improvement in their child’s 
behavior by the 10th week. And 97.5% would rec-
ommend this class to a friend. The next nine weeks 
will pass whether you participate in this class or 
not. Why not give your family the same opportunity 
that so many others have found to be successful?  
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Review Activity 1.8

With your support group, take a few minutes to 
complete the following statements by filling in the 
blanks using the words in bold print below. Feel free 
to use your books.

Then, working by yourself, record the most power-
ful idea you learned from this unit.

1.  If parents have a strong-willed child, 
traditional parenting techniques may not 
__________________________ .

2.  Parents must tell their children how much they are 
loved every ___________________ .

3.  Although we cannot control our children, we can 
control the ______________  our children enjoy.

4.  Parents should give their children positive  
_______________________ when they catch their 
children doing something right.

5.  ______________________term consequences are 
more effective than long-term consequences because 
they fit the way children think.

strokes     day     work

Short     things

6.  Finally, working by yourself, what was the most 
powerful idea you personally learned from this Unit?
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Critical Family Concept: My kids need 
my love and affection everyday!

S.O.S. (Steps of Success)

Note: Changing a child’s unwanted behavior requires that we change also. The Steps of Success, found at the end 
of each Unit, are designed to help us prepare for, and bring about change in the home. When we faithfully complete 
each week’s S.O.S. we are far more likely to see positive changes at home. Therefore, we strongly recommend that 
every Step of Success  be completed and recorded weekly. Do it and you too will see positive changes at home. 

“I wish I would have held you closer, hugged and 
kissed you more when you were little.” (The author is 
unknown, but it is never too late for open displays of 
love and affection.)

This Week:

 ▶ Tell your children how much they are loved 
every day.

 ▶ Catch your children doing something right and 
give them a positive stroke.

 ▶ If you find it necessary to provide a negative 
consequence for an unwanted behavior, try 
taking everything away for a short period of time 
(TEASPOT). 

(If you think your child may become violent, or you 
are uncomfortable with TEASPOT at this time, hold 
off. We will continue to lay a stronger foundation and 
deal with violent children later in this course.)

How did your child react to your open displays of love 
and affection this past week?

      

      

      

      

      

      

I gave my child a positive stroke when:

      

      

      

      

      

If you found it necessary to give your child a TEASPOT, 
what was his/her reaction?
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Understanding Our Children (Unit 1: Content Evaluation)
Session Objectives: Describe character traits of a strong-willed child, Recognize successful ways to demonstrate 
love and affection, Discuss issues of influence versus control, Describe effective parenting strategies to increase or 
decrease behavior

Parent’s Name:           Date:    

Address:              

Mobile Phone:       Home (Message) Phone:      

How did you hear about this class?           

Are both parents/caregivers attending tonight? ☐ Yes ☐ No

Names of other parents/caregivers attending with you tonight?        

What group role did you play?

☐ Group Facilitator ☐ Group Reporter ☐ Group Timekeeper ☐ Group Cheerleader

How well did you do?             

Parents: The following questions were designed to both help your instructor better meet your family’s needs, and high-
light the key points of tonight’s lesson.

1. The thing I liked best about tonight was:          

2. What would have made learning easier or better for me tonight was:       

3. The most powerful thing I learned tonight was:         

4. Of the 3 ways of expressing love and affection, the one I feel most comfortable using first is: 
 ☐ Writing/Texting “I love you”  ☐ Saying, “I love you”  ☐ Hugs and kisses

5. I’ll most likely be able to catch my child “doing right” and give him/her a positive stroke when my child is: 
 ☐ Working  ☐ Trying  ☐ Caring

Parents’ comments:             

              

              

              



Parent Project, Sr. Unit 1: Data Collection
Instructor’s Name:      

Session Date:     Location:     Co-facilitator:    

Comments:             

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              




